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Welcome

Remanufacturing essential parts, providing technical support and supplying components for all types of vehicles, systems, equipment and engines for over 50 years.
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Bus Parts & Door Systems

Carwood has a strong historic relationship with many leading bus & coach builders and operators. The Bus Door Systems business provides specialist support for door and access or entry systems ranging from design through to spare parts.
                                
CONTACT US
FIND OUT MORE
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Defence

Established in the early 1980’s, Carwood Defence still meets today’s specialised needs of military and peacekeeping organisations. Carwood Defence assures that the required high standards are met for performance, service and configuration management “through life”.
                                
CONTACT US
FIND OUT MORE
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Diesel Systems

The Carwood Diesel Systems Birmingham facility is at the forefront of Diesel Fuel Injection remanufacturing technologies in the UK and Europe. All staff are factory trained by the Original Equipment (OE) system manufacturer and use OE approved test equipment, applying the latest OE test data, processes and procedures to ensure optimum quality and performance.
                                
CONTACT US
FIND OUT MORE
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Electric vehicles

Our auto electrical skills extend into the new technologies found in Electric Vehicles. Carwood is a member of HEVRA - the Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance and is a qualified IMI (Institute of the Motor Industry) repair centre for electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles.
                                
CONTACT US
FIND OUT MORE
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Rewind & Brise Motorsport Applications

Electrical rewinding specialist, Carwood Rewind, remanufactures all types of rotors, stators, motors, alternators and Generators. The Brise Motorsport applications employ specialist rewinding, design and engineering to meet demanding racing performance or special requirements.
                                
CONTACT US
FIND OUT MORE
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Remanufacturing

With over 50 years’ experience in the industry, Carwood is a leading remanufacturer of technical parts for the automotive aftermarket and specialist industries. All remanufacturing activities operate to British Standard 8887-220:2010, and are certified to ISO9001:2015, and ISO 14001:2015. 
                                
CONTACT US
FIND OUT MORE
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Technical & Vehicle Services

From initial diagnostics through to repair, system re-design and post-design services, we are approved technical agents for Bosch, Continental, Delphi, Denso, Eberspacher, Guardian, Heavac, Konvekta, Siemens, Wabco and many others. Carwood has been providing mobile and workshop-based engineers for technical vehicle intervention for more than half a century. 
                                
CONTACT US
FIND OUT MORE
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Turbochargers

Remanufactured turbochargers from Carwood offer original performance levels and the same guarantee as a new unit. With over 30 years of experience in the field, Carwood turbochargers are available for almost all car, van, truck, bus and specialist applications.
                                
CONTACT US
FIND OUT MORE
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Welcome to Carwood

Remanufacturing essential parts, providing technical support and supplying components for all types of vehicles, systems, equipment and engines for over 50 years.
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Direct Vision Standard
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A Brief History

Starting as a small electrical car parts business in the outskirts of Coventry in August 1966, Carwood quickly developed a high-quality remanufacturing operation for starters and alternators as well as becoming a thriving regional battery distributor. 

Over the years the company expanded and diversified into the diesel and auto electrical markets, always striving to keep customer service at the forefront of the business. With a shrewd eye for commercial opportunities, a number of strategic acquisitions were made over the last half century or so.


Contact us
Find out more
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Worldwide Operations

The Company has 6 main operational centres in the UK. The Head Office in Binley, Coventry, employs around 100 staff and is the principle technical services centre and specialised parts distribution point for home and export sales, “Carwood Defence” is based at Coventry supplying specialist defence and logistics fleet requirements for parts and maintenance. Coventry also has an electrical remanufacturing wing, vehicle diagnostic and repair workshop, plant and equipment workshop, accounts and administration offices.


Contact us
Find out more
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Products & Services

Starting as a small electrical car parts business in the suburbs of Coventry in August 1966, Carwood quickly developed a high quality remanufacturing operation for starters and alternators as well as becoming a thriving regional battery distributor.

Over the years the company expanded and diversified into the diesel and auto electrical markets, always striving to keep customer service at the forefront. With a shrewd eye for business opportunities, a number of strategic acquisitions were made over the last 25 years.


Contact us
Find Out More
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Quality & Environment

The company is totally committed to managing quality assurance through approved systems, they are embodied in our formal quality documentation and every member of staff is responsible for quality as a condition of employment.

Caring for the environment is at the core of Carwood’s business philosophy, remanufacturing is, by its very nature a “green” activity. The processes of remanufacturing that we undertake are designed to conserve and re-cycle raw material, minimise energy consumption and reduce the carbon footprint of both ourselves and our customers. 


Contact us
Find out more
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Latest News
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Win top-tech with Carwood’s 12 Days of Christmas

22nd November 2023


From 4th to 15th December, visit Carwood’s 12 Days of Christmas online platform carwood.adventcalendaronline.com, every…
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Summer LIKE A Pro! With Bosch fuel products from Carwood

5th July 2023


Whether you’re cheering on the Lionesses down-under, partying your way round the festival circuit, or…
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News release – Carwood appointed as the Carbon Zapp distributor for UK & Eire

15th March 2023


The addition of Carbon Zapp test and diagnostic equipment, strengthens Carwood’s existing portfolio and provides…
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News release – Carwood’s extended range ensures more proven quality, sustainable solutions for an even wider range of vehicles

26th January 2023


New-to-range fuel pumps, injectors and turbochargers and enhanced service support provide business growth opportunities for…
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Carwood Locations
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Coventry (Head Office)

	T: 
	F: +44 (0) 2476 452 074

	sales@carwood.org
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Certified to ISO9001 and ISO14001
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